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University of Bristol

▪ Founded 1876

▪ 18,000 undergraduate students

▪ 6,043 postgraduate students

▪ 4,600 full time staff

▪ £606m annual income



Located in the West Country of England

▪ Russell Group University

▪ Research Intensive
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ACRC

▪ Advanced Computing Group supports 3 key activities:

▪ High Performance Computing (HPC)
o Advanced computing and simulation used across the University. Currently 

1279 users/479 projects.

o Used for research and teaching.

▪ Research Data Storage (RDS)
o Central storage facility for University research data.

o Currently storing 1.6PB of data, with 900 projects/3000 users.

▪ Research Software Engineering (RSE)
o Team of 5 providing research consultancy in software engineering.

o Providing training in software engineering and best practice.
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Computer Science HPC Group

▪ Lead by Prof Simon McIntosh-Smith
http://uob-hpc.github.io/SimonMS/

▪ Undergraduate and Masters teaching in HPC

▪ Post graduate HPC research group

▪ PI of Isambard

http://uob-hpc.github.io/SimonMS/


Synergy between groups

▪ Close collaboration between the ACRC and the HPC group

▪ Two Simons

▪ Simon McIntosh-Smith is chair of HPC Executive, academic 
oversight of ACRC



Processors in HPC

▪ History of many different processors being used in HPC

▪ Originally each vendor had their own, Control Data, Cray, 
IBM,Amdahl, DEC (VAX), Convex, transputer, NEC FX and many 
more

▪ Later on, processors manufactured separately, SPARC, IBM Power, 
MIPS, Intel, AMD

▪ Now: Intel
maybe a bit of AMD, maybe a bit of Power, the Japanese vendors  (NEC, Fujitsu, Hitachi)
trying hard with vector and other special processors

▪ But vast majority is Intel. Until …



ARM 64 bit

▪ ARM design processors

▪ Others license design and then manufacture processors

▪ Very widespread use of ARM designed processors – how many do 
you have?

▪ Newer 64 Bit design enables use for HPC



ARM at Bristol

▪ UoB was excited by prospect of a new CPU

▪ Isambard Project, PI Simon McIntosh-Smith. £3M EPSRC funded 
project with Cray to deliver ARM based Supercomputer

▪ Catalyst UK Programme, Collaboration between HPE, ARM and 3 
UK Universities to demonstrate ARM based supercomputing in a 
real world environment



Validation

▪ Both projects have had running systems since January 2019

▪ Systems are running well and running real user workloads

▪ The Linux OS works fine on ARM! Looks no different to an X86 
system.

▪ Storage works – SATA, SAS, SSD, Disk, Arrays, PCI

▪ Interconnects work, Mellanox IB, Cray Aries, Ethernets



Validation 2

▪ Software works

▪ Compilers (ARM, GNU, Cray, LLVM, clang, flang)

▪ Debuggers, tools, utilities, all work

▪ Code just recompiles out of the box

▪ The generated executables run, and give the right answers



Performance

▪ Thunder X2 processor (Cavium now Marvell)

▪ 32 cores per socket, 2 sockets per node, 4 memory channels

▪ Clock speeds lower than Intel’s best (2.0 to 2.5GHz), but 
performance per node very comparable

▪ Tech specs:



BDW 22c Intel Broadwell E5-2699 v4, $4,560 each (near top-bin)

SKL 20c Intel Skylake Gold Skylake Platinum 86148, $3,078 each

SKL 28c Intel 176, $8,719 each (near top-bin)

TX2 32c Cavium ThunderX2, $1,795 each (near top-bin)



Performance

▪ Benchmarks have been run on a number of heavily used codes in 
the UK academic area:

▪ GROMACS (molecular dynamics, particularly biomolecules)

▪ OpenSBLI (finite difference, Navier Stokes)

▪ VASP (atomic scale materials modelling)

▪ OpenFOAM (Computational Fluid Dynamics)



GROMACS (42 million atoms, ARCHER benchmark)

http://gw4.ac.uk/isambard/
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handwrite vectorised code using compiler intrinsics in order to ensure an optimal sequence of these operations15 . For each supported platform,

computation is packed so that it saturates the native vector length of the platform, e.g. 256 bits for AVX2, 512 bits for AVX-512, and so on. For

this study, we used a 42 million atom test case from the ARCHER benchmark suite16, running for 800 timesteps. On the ThunderX2 processors,

we used the 128-bit ARM_NEON_ASIMD vector implementation, which is the closest match for the underlying Armv8.1-A architecture. We note that,

within GROMACS, this NEON SIMD implementation is not as mature as the SIMD implementations targeting x86.

FIGURE 6 GROMACS scaling results up to 32 nodes

(a) Relative performance (b) Scaling e ciency

Figure 6 a shows that at low node counts, GROMACS performance for this benchmark correlates to oating-point throughput and L1 cache

bandwidth. At two nodes, Skylake Platinum is 1.62⇥ faster than Broadwell, while Isambard is 1.22⇥ slower. The Catalyst system is even slower

again, due to the lower clock speeds delivering less cache bandwidth and lower FLOP/s. As the node count increases, the performance becomes

increasingly a ected by communication costs. Figure 6 b shows that the scaling e ciency drops to below 60% for Skylake Platinum at 32 nodes,

with MPI communications accounting for 72% of the total runtime. Since the node-level performance is lower, Isambard is able to achieve a scaling

e ciency of 90% for 32 nodes, and Catalyst reaches close to 100%. As a result of this, Isambard achieves performance almost on par with the

Skylake Gold SKU at 64 nodes, making up for the lower oating-point throughput and cache bandwidth.

4.3.2 OpenFOAM

OpenFOAM was originally developed as an alternative to early simulation engines writ ten in Fortran, and is a modular C++ framework aiming to

simplify writ ing custom computational uid dynamics (CFD) solvers17. In this paper, we use the simpleFoam solver for incompressible, turbulent

ow from version 1712 of OpenFOAM7, the most recent release at the time we began benchmarking the Isambard system. The input case is

based on the RANSDrivAer generic car model, which is a representative case of real aerodynamics simulation and thus should provide meaningful

insight of the benchmarked platforms’ performance18. The decomposed grid consists of approximately 64 million cells. OpenFOAM is memory

bandwidth–bound, at least at low node counts.

The OpenFOAM results shown in Figure 7 a start o following the STREAM behaviour of the three platforms closely, con rming that memory

bandwidth is the main factor that in uences performance at low node counts. With its eight memory channels, ThunderX2 yields the fastest result,

at 1.83⇥ the Broadwell performance on four nodes, compared to 1.57⇥ and 1.59⇥ on Skylake 20c and 28c, respectively. At higher node counts,

other factors come into play, where in Figure 7 b we see Broadwell scaling the best of all the platforms, Skylake also maintaining good scaling, and

the ThunderX2 systems scaling the least well, with parallel e ciency dropping to below 85%. We suspect that, as with TeaLeaf, the lower cache

bandwidths on the ThunderX2 processors limit their ability to realise a super-linear speed-up for kernels that begin to work out of cache, impacting

overall scalability compared to the x86 systems.

7https:// www.openfoam.com/ download/ install- source.php



OpenSBLI (10243, ARCHER benchmark)

http://gw4.ac.uk/isambard/
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FIGURE 7 OpenFOAM scaling results up to 32 nodes

(a) Relative performance (b) Scaling e ciency

4.3.3 OpenSBLI

OpenSBLI is a grid-based nite di erence solver8 used to solve compressible Navier-Stokes equations for shock-boundary layer interactions. The

code uses Python to automatically generate code to solve the equations expressed in mathematical Einstein notation, and uses the Oxford Parallel

Structured (OPS) software for parallelism. As a structured grid code, it should be memory bandwidth–bound under the Roo ine model, with low

computational intensity from the nite di erence approximation. We used the ARCHER benchmark for this paper9 , which solves a Taylor-Green

vortex on a grid of 1024⇥ 1024⇥ 1024 cells (around a billion cells). On each system we ran with one MPI rank per core, without using SMT.

FIGURE 8 OpenSBLI scaling results up to 32 nodes

(a) Relative performance (b) Scaling e ciency

The scaling e ciency for OpenSBLI, shown in Figure 8 b, is similar across the four systems tested. At low node counts, performance of the

OpenSBLI benchmark is dominated by bandwidth to DRAM and L3 cache. The Catalyst system is the faster at four nodes, at around 1.7X faster

than Broadwell and a few percent faster than Skylake Platinum (see Figure 8 a). Isambard, however, is around 15% slower than Catalyst, which we

8https:// opensbli.git hub.io
9http:// www.archer.ac.uk/ community/ benchmarks/ archer/



VASP (PdO, 1392 atoms)

http://gw4.ac.uk/isambard/
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attribute to the SMT sett ings; since this benchmark only uses a single hardware thread per core, with 4-way SMT enabled Isambard is unable to

make use of some resources which are statically part it ioned between hardware threads (such as physical registers). Each system sustains e ciency

above 85% up to 32 nodes with the exception of Catalyst, for which the higher performance at low node counts leads to slightly lower e ciency

at 32 nodes, though it is st ill above 80%.

4.3.4 VASP

The Vienna Ab init io Simulation Package10 (VASP) is used to model materials at the atomic scale, in part icular performing electronic structure

calculations and quantum-mechanical molecular dynamics. It solves the N-body Schrödinger equation using a variety of solution techniques. VASP

includes a signi cant number of sett ings which a ect performance, from domain decomposit ion options to maths library parameters. Previous

investigations have found that VASP is bound by oating-point compute performance at scales of up to a few hundred cores. For bigger sizes,

its heavy use of MPI collectives begins to dominate, and the application becomes bound by communication latency 19 . The benchmark utilised is

known as PdO, because it simulates a slab of palladium oxide. It consists of 1392 atoms, and is based on a benchmark that was originally designed

by one of VASP’s developers, who found that (on a single node) the benchmark is mostly compute-bound; however, there exist a few methods that

bene t from increased memory bandwidth 20 . We ran with one MPI rank per core, without using SMT. We tuned the value of NCORE, a parameter

which describes the parallel decomposit ion, for 16 nodes on each platform separately.

FIGURE 9 VASP scaling results up to 16 nodes

(a) Relative performance (b) Scaling e ciency

The scaling e ciency for VASP, shown in Figure 9 b, is similar across the four systems tested. At 16 nodes, the ThunderX2 and Skylake systems

are all below 60% e ciency, with up to half of the total runtime consumed by the MPI communication. The remainder of the runtime is split

between DGEMM and 3D-FFT routines, which favour the higher oating-point throughput and cache bandwidth of the x86 processors with their

wider vector units. The net result (shown in Figure 9 a) is that, at 16 nodes, Isambard is a1.29⇥ slower than the Broadwell system, and 1.62− 1.66⇥

slower than the Skylake systems.

4.4 Performance Summary

Overall, the results presented in this section demonstrate that the Arm-based Marvell ThunderX2 processors are able to execute a wide range

of important scienti c computing workloads with performance that is competit ive with state-of-the-art x86 o erings. At lower node counts,

the ThunderX2 processors can provide signi cant performance improvements when an application’s performance is limited by external memory

bandwidth, but are slower in caseswhere codes are compute-bound. At higher node counts, the di erencesbetween node-level peak bandwidth or

FLOP/s becomes less signi cant, with often the network becoming the limit ing factor. Given that, by design, four of the systems in our comparison

10http:// www.vasp.at



OpenFOAM (RANS DrivAer, ~64 million cells)
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FIGURE 7 OpenFOAM scaling results up to 32 nodes

(a) Relative performance (b) Scaling e ciency

4.3.3 OpenSBLI

OpenSBLI is a grid-based nite di erence solver8 used to solve compressible Navier-Stokes equations for shock-boundary layer interactions. The

code uses Python to automatically generate code to solve the equations expressed in mathematical Einstein notation, and uses the Oxford Parallel

Structured (OPS) software for parallelism. As a structured grid code, it should be memory bandwidth–bound under the Roo ine model, with low

computational intensity from the nite di erence approximation. We used the ARCHER benchmark for this paper9, which solves a Taylor-Green

vortex on a grid of 1024⇥ 1024⇥ 1024 cells (around a billion cells). On each system we ran with one MPI rank per core, without using SMT.

FIGURE 8 OpenSBLI scaling results up to 32 nodes

(a) Relative performance (b) Scaling e ciency

The scaling e ciency for OpenSBLI, shown in Figure 8 b, is similar across the four systems tested. At low node counts, performance of the

OpenSBLI benchmark is dominated by bandwidth to DRAM and L3 cache. The Catalyst system is the faster at four nodes, at around 1.7X faster

than Broadwell and a few percent faster than Skylake Platinum (see Figure 8 a). Isambard, however, is around 15% slower than Catalyst, which we

8https:// opensbli.git hub.io
9http:// www.archer.ac.uk/ community/ benchmarks/ archer/



Conclusions

▪ ARM is capable of doing HPC

▪ Real world runs, decent performance

▪ Two proven example system types

▪ Results are correct

▪ Looks like the major CPU supplier may have some competition!



Moving on

▪ Seeking to demonstrate more applications on ARM

▪ Welcome enquiries from research groups

▪ Especially interested in working with Industry, Commerce and ISVs 
to bring more code to ARM and to expand the ecosystem

▪ Isambard, Catalyst (Bristol, Edinburgh, Leicester)

▪ Stay tuned !!!



Thank You


